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A B S T R A C T

Information which is contained in Hazard & Operability (HAZOP) studies is highly sensitive since it can
reveal the vulnerabilities of a system and potential ways in which to bypass safeguards. Through the design
of systems involving collaboration along a value chain, at some point this information is shared between
several parties. In this paper, we propose a methodology for the secure exchange of safety information whilst
preserving sensitive information for the application of modular Hazard & Operability (HAZOP) studies. We use
homomorphic encryption in a workflow for the sharing of information between plant owners and operators as
well as module vendors. We apply encryption to the risks from different modular HAZOPs (mHAZOPs), and
combine and compare them without disclosing the risk level. Our contribution is a privacy-preserving protocol
for mHAZOP comparison during the integration of modular process and equipment. We provide an exemplary
implementation of the protocol and demonstrate the protocol’s privacy and correctness.
1. Introduction

In digitalized industries, sharing information with the right partners
at the right time is essential for efficient processes. Industrial part-
ners exchange information to determine what is needed for their own
individual value creation. The value for the parties is sometimes the
information itself, which is why this information is confidential.

To reduce the risk of unwanted information disclosure, the collab-
oration between the parties is limited to single aspects, such as the
specifications of certain equipment. Alternatively, the information can
be shared in a privacy-preserving manner that prevents the revealing
of sensitive data. With this approach, neither of the industrial players is
disclosing confidential information, but the effort needed to collaborate
could be increased.

Especially for modular process plants, the exchange of information
is essential. The approach for the design of a modular plant is to choose
suitable modules, so-called process equipment assemblies (PEAs). PEAs
are intended to fulfill desired process steps (Schindel et al., 2021). Here,
in addition to the technical specifications of the equipment, the safety
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requirements of the process should be satisfied, e.g., risks of the process
must be matched to the safeguards of the equipment (Klose et al., 2019;
Pelzer et al., 2021a). This can be done by comparing the different
modular Hazard & Operability (HAZOP) information of the process and
equipment (Klose et al., 2019, 2021). This information is essential for
the suitability of process and equipment. It is also confidential since
it contains the operational risks and, therefore, the vulnerabilities of
a process or plant. HAZOP representations comprise sensitive infor-
mation, such as causalities between process parameters (Klose et al.,
2021). Leaking this kind of information can reveal intellectual property
in the form of control sequences and system operation and represents
a threat to the company’s competitive advantage.

This paper addresses an issue of HAZOP information confiden-
tiality during the integration of modular equipment within a man-
ufacturing process, as well as proposes a methodology for privacy-
preserving computation of compatibility between corresponding HA-
ZOP systems. As special case for modular equipment, the safety analysis
in form of an HAZOP can be done separately by Module Vendors
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Fig. 1. Integration between EquipmentHAZOP and ProcessHAZOP.
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and Owner/Operators, which makes the exchange of these information
relevant in the first place.

1.1. HAZOP and mHAZOP

The HAZOP analysis is a common approach for safety assessment
in chemical process industries (Kletz, 2018). This analysis is conducted
by a group of experts in design, operation, and maintenance of a
chemical plant (Vaidhyanathan and Venkatasubramanian, 1996) or
by using computer-aided design tools (Cui et al., 2010). The experts
systematically review piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs) of
the process to diagnose any deviations from design intent or normal
operation, and identify their causes and subsequent hazards.

An mHAZOP study is the application of the HAZOP methodology
for modular plants. Its difference from the original methodology is
that separate analyses for equipment and process are conducted, which
are combined for a complete evaluation of the modular system (Klose
et al., 2019). With that approach, the flexibility of modular plants
can be followed. The EquipmentHAZOP addresses risk and hazard
information within the modular plant or its components, whereas the
ProcessHAZOP refers to the HAZOP structures within the process that
is to be integrated into the modular plant. Integration of modular
EquipmentHAZOP and ProcessHAZOP (Fig. 1) requires the internal
causal relations and process flows of operation and design intents
to fit. Information contained in mHAZOP parts can be owned by
different entities (VDI 2776-3, 2022). Within this work, the party
which provides the EquipmentHAZOP will be referred to as the Module
Vendor (MV) and the one providing the ProcessHAZOP is referred to
as the Owner/Operator (O/O). To operate a chemical process, the O/O
needs equipment (modular plant, PEA, or component) which can be
purchased or outsourced from the MV. Due to confidentiality concerns,
neither party is willing to disclose their mHAZOP information to each
other before an official agreement is made, e.g., a sales contract. Such
an agreement can only be made if the suitability of the equipment for
the process can be shown.

We resolve this apparent contradiction through a secure-computat-
ion protocol based on homomorphic encryption that enables the
privacy-preserving evaluation of equipment suitability. Homomorphic
encryption (HE), first proposed by Rivest et al. (1978b), is a special
form of encryption that enables computations on encrypted data with-
out intermediate decryption. Given that, our protocol ensures that no
2

party learns another party’s confidential data. p
1.2. Problem statement and goals

This study addresses the confidentiality requirement of safety-rela-
ted operation information and presents a methodology for a comparison
of risk levels during the adaptation of process equipment provided by
a Module Vendor within the process of an Owner/Operator. Specifi-
cally, the equipment risks have to be aligned with or be higher than
process risks in order to tolerate them during operation. Since the
equipment and process can be designed by separate entities, both can
have their secrets associated with the operation and control of the
HAZOPElements. Therefore, the parties need to share this information
in a privacy-preserving manner.

As a result, in this paper, a protocol for the confidential compar-
ison of information pieces of mHAZOP HAZOPElements of Equipment
and Process is proposed. The confidentiality protocol uses a partially
homomorphic encryption scheme with additive homomorphism for
comparison of process parameters and risk values contained in mHA-
ZOPs to subsequently determine whether the safety integrity level (SIL)
values of the systems are suitable for integration and operation.

This work investigates integration between the safety models in
modular process plant and aims to make the following contributions:

• Investigation of the significance of sensitive information con-
tained in mHAZOPs that can be revealed during the integration
of process and process equipment;

• Proposal of a procedure for checking the safety-based compati-
bility between process and equipment mHAZOPs in a modular
production concept;

• Protocol with application of homomorphic cryptosystem to en-
able the privacy-preserving comparison of process and equipment
mHAZOP risks;

• Demonstration of the result of privacy-preserving comparison
with a simulation and a numerical example.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides background
information on modular safety and mHAZOP model structures, as well
as an outline of confidentiality and privacy-preserving comparison
techniques; Section 3 describes the procedure for the combination
of Equipment and Process HAZOPs, lists confidentiality requirements,
nd describes employed cryptographic methods; Section 4 presents the
rotocol with the use of a homomorphic cryptosystem and relevant
ssumptions; Section 5 illustrates a comprehensive example of the
ompared information and outcomes from a simulation; and Section 6
oncludes the paper with a summary and emphasizes the value of the

resented work for process industries.
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2. Preliminaries

Modular process plants (Roy, 2017) is a concept of flexible and
adaptable production systems that can be set up at various locations.
The modularization (ProcessNet, 2016) allows for the distributed oper-
ation of processes and manufacturing of products through the combined
efforts of multiple industrial parties. The operation of these plants re-
quires safety considerations and confidentiality preservation of parties’
trade secrets. The following sections give an overview of these trade
secrets, the resulting confidentiality requirements, and approaches to
preserving confidentiality during the processing of such data.

2.1. Modules and safety

In modular chemical process systems and small-scale production,
safety concerns prevail due to the risk and hazards of process operation
conditions and exposure to harmful chemicals (Kockmann et al., 2017).
In order to prevent accidents in process plants and improve process
performance, the HAZOP approach was developed (Kletz, 2001). Pro-
cess safety considers important topics and parameters, such as hazard
characterization, pressure and temperature control, thermal stability,
reaction control, variations of concentration, flow rate control, storage
and transportation, waste disposal, etc.

Numerous process and chemical industrial players have adopted the
concept of modular production (Baldea et al., 2017). The continuous
process is divided into standardized modules that comprise operational
units and contain engineering information about its design and life
cycle. The modules can be flexibly arranged and combined into a
fully operational process plant. Similar to conventional plants, modular
plants are required to comply with safety regulations, including the
analysis of hazards and risks and strategies to prevent accidents (Pelzer
et al., 2021a). This is performed through the implementation of risk
assessment techniques such as HAZOP. Since each module contains a
standardized risk assessment analysis integrated into the system, the
overall safety evaluation of the plant can be shortened (Kockmann
et al., 2017; Klose et al., 2019).

Modular safety includes intra- and intermodular risk evaluation
(VDI 2776-3, 2022). While intramodular safety involves process equip-
ment assembly (PEA) risks, intermodular safety investigates minimizing
risks which result from a combination of intramodular safety func-
tions (Pelzer et al., 2021b). HAZOP information is highly relevant for
use in modular process plants and can be integrated into the modular
plant hierarchy consisting of PEAs, which contain functional equipment
assemblies (FEAs) (Klose et al., 2019).

2.2. Modular HAZOP structure

For the application of mHAZOP as an approach to solving flexibility
for the safety analysis, Klose et al. (2019) proposed an information
model which structures HAZOP studies in HAZOPNodes for the an-
alyzed sub-systems or process steps, HAZOPCases for the individual
scenarios, and HAZOPElements for causes, deviations and consequences
as well as safeguards. The resulting information model is shown in
Fig. 2 and a resulting exemplary table is shown in Table 1. In the
table, all needed information is documented whereas one HAZOPCase
presents one row. The resulting risk is derived e.g., with the risk-graph
as later shown in Fig. 3.

The approach proposed by Klose et al. (2019) states that causes,
consequences, and deviations can all be described in the same way
as HAZOPElements (ℎ𝐸). As a consequence, this opens the possibility
for HAZOPElements to take different roles (causes, deviations or con-
sequences) for different HAZOPCases (ℎ𝐶) (Klose et al., 2019, 2021).
With that, a network of HAZOPElements is created which describe safety
elevant situations. The overall risk of the identified scenarios must not
3

xceed the acceptable risks, which is why safeguards are implemented
in the equipment. The safeguards provide a specific safety capability of
the equipment which can be used to safely contain the process.

During the comparison of the safety requirements from the process
with the safety capabilities of the equipment, the O/O needs to check
if the identified process risks can be mitigated by the safeguards of the
module. For that, the mHAZOPs of both parties need to be combined
by finding identical HAZOPElements in the shared HAZOPNode and
the risk levels of the combined Elements need to be compared. Two
HAZOPElements are identical if the guideword and parameter of the
HAZOPElements are identical and they belong to the same HAZOPN-
ode (Klose et al., 2021). Assuming that the built equipment can be
operated in a safe way, suitability is guaranteed if the risk capability
of the equipment is higher than the risk requirement from the process.

2.3. Integration of mHAZOPs

Structuring HAZOP information within the parts of a modular plant
and providing a methodology for adaptation and information exchange
between partners is an essential step in the integration of equipment
and process. This is necessary to ensure that possible risks and their ef-
fects on the system are identified, the relevant safeguards are specified,
and the impacts of changes in process operation on the overall modular
plant performance are considered.

Before modules are integrated with each other, the design infor-
mation and potential risk areas need to be assessed. Modules have
flexibility in the range of substances that can be processed as well
as in the corresponding operational conditions for chemical reaction
or separation (Kockmann et al., 2017; Fleischer et al., 2015). For
example, one of the characteristics of the module can be a tempera-
ture class, which describes the limitations of the equipment regarding
possible substances that can be operated without a threat of ignition or
structural failure. As a result, safety considerations of the modular com-
ponent and the intended operation process need to be in compliance.
Considering the intermodular safety, the HAZOP study includes safety
related interactions of combined modules and external impact factors
on the whole modular process chain.

mHAZOP information contains the causal relations within the pro-
cesses and equipment (Klose et al., 2021). This represents how some
parameters are related to and affected by other parameters, what
are the probabilities of hazardous events, as well as their severity.
This information facilitates the identification of the posed risks and
derivation of appropriate safety measures. For example, increasing the
flow rate of the reactants in a plug flow reactor decreases the residence
time. This directly leads to a drop in the conversion value of the reactor.
Therefore, the goal would be to apply measures for flow rate control in
order to achieve a higher conversion of reactants. As a counteraction,
the residence time can be prolonged by changing the length of a
tubular reactor and, therefore, allowing for higher conversion rate, or
by increasing the temperature in the reactor. This case demonstrates
the causal chain between dependent events and parameters. Disclosure
of mHAZOP knowledge regarding the fundamental causal relationships
can be a threat to the integrity of process operation. Sharing the
potential risks of a process increases the potential of malicious attacks
similar to Stuxnet (Baezner and Robin, 2017).

During the HAZOP study, Process Flow Diagrams and P&IDs are sys-
tematically reviewed by multidisciplinary teams (Dunjó et al., 2010).
The complex systems are partitioned into sections, or nodes, where
safety and risks can be analyzed. Traditionally, target function pa-
rameters are defined in a process node. The causes of deviations in a
process are represented by a combination of guideword and parameter.
Thus, the causal relations in HAZOPs and process risks are sensitive

information, as they describe and identify the process and operation.
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Fig. 2. mHAZOP Information model with HAZOPNode, HAZOPCases, and HAZOPElements from Klose et al. (2019).
Fig. 3. SIL classification for the risk according to the parameters of VDI/VDE 2180 (2019).
Table 1
Exemplary equipment-mHAZOP for a reactor.
HAZOP Deviation Cause Consequence

case HAZOP Node Guideword Parameter S, A, G, W HAZOP Node Guideword Parameter S, A, G, W HAZOP Node Guideword Parameter S, A, G, W

1 F03-Vessel More Pressure S3, A1, -, W2 F03-Inlet More Flow S2, A2, G1, W3 F03-Outlet More Pressure S3, A1, G1, W1
2 F03-Vessel More Level S2, A2, G2, W3 F03-Inlet More Flow S2, A1, G2, W2 F03-Outlet More Flow S2, A2, G2, W1
3 F03-Vessel Less Pressure S2, A2, G1, W1 F03-Outlet More Flow S2, A2, G1, W3 F03-Inlet More Flow S1, A2, G1, W1
4 F03-Vessel More Temperature S3, A1, -, W1 F03-Inlet More Temperature S2, A1, G2, W2 F03-Outlet More Temperature S2, A2, G1, W1
2.4. Confidentiality

In the context of modern process industries, manufacturing busi-
nesses own and produce confidential information including intellectual
property and trade secrets (Corallo et al., 2020). Confidentiality con-
cerns and protection of knowledge assets of organizations, such as
operational data, resources, experience, product knowledge, strategies,
etc. are important research topics (Ahmad et al., 2014). The exposure
of such sensitive information could weaken a company’s competitive
advantage and harm their position on the market. Moreover, it could
impose financial penalties due to violating commercial agreements.
4

As discussed in D’Amours et al. (1999), firms collaborate with
each other over virtual manufacturing networks, which allows them
to control and configure the scheduling and operations within the
network. Similarly, by outsourcing production and resources, indus-
tries need to supply information (Bardhan et al., 2006). Information
sharing is an essential criterion of an effective networked manufac-
turing and improves collaboration between parties (Kenyon et al.,
2016). Another study (Gaonkar and Viswanadham, 2001) has shown
the cost and logistical benefits of information sharing by conducting
numerical experiments. Due to multistage manufacturing processes and
their complexity, equipment producers outsource their assets to other
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manufacturing specialists. However, information shared during such
interactions can contain sensitive data and values related to their
processes that parties must not reveal to each other.

As parts of modular plant operation, the sub-systems, such as var-
ious industrial equipment or smart devices, are connected with one
another over the communication chain. Through the communication
of parts and systems originating from distinct providers, information is
exchanged. Thus, parties could utilize received information to derive
additional knowledge about the processes or operation. For example,
a simple alteration of increasing or decreasing parameter values, in-
cluding pressure or temperature, could reveal additional information
about the process or ingredients. Time series data generated by process
units or specific control and operational commands and their sequences
could also disclose information about processes. With knowledge about
the process, it would be feasible to derive possibilities of how to
manipulate the process. This could be used for malicious purposes,
e.g., by increasing the temperature of a reaction to create a runaway
reaction. Such actions could affect product quality or, in the worst case,
even the safety of the plant. The HAZOP usually contains information
about critical process steps, making them an easy entry point for system
manipulation.

To ensure confidentiality of sensitive data, secure-computation pro-
tocols can be employed. Such protocols utilize advanced cryptographic
mechanisms and cryptographic primitives for the computation of joint
functions in a privacy-preserving form (Micali and Rogaway, 1992).
One useful tool for privacy-preserving computations are homomorphic
cryptosystems. A review of homomorphic encryption and its applica-
tions is provided by Alloghani et al. (2019). Example applications in-
clude genome analysis for medical research (Kantarcioglu et al., 2008),
cross-company benchmarks (Becher et al., 2019), and supply-chain
verification (Becher et al., 2020). A protocol that utilizes homomorphic
encryption for privacy-preserving transfer of process operation infor-
mation between the value provider and the secret owner is presented
in Chokparova and Urbas (2021-09). As a result, the use of a secure-
computation protocol with homomorphic encryption aims to preserve
competitive advantages of the industrial players.

Therefore, in order to deal with the confidentiality issue of HAZOP
information throughout the integration of process and equipment, we
propose a protocol utilizing a homomorphic cryptosystem.

2.5. Privacy-preserving comparisons

Through secure computation, parties are able to compute a common
output function on confidential inputs without exposing them. Privacy-
preserving comparison is a common case in secure computation and
is often illustrated by means of the Millionaires’ problem (or GT, or
‘‘greater than’’), where two millionaires want to determine who is
wealthier without letting each other know how much they own. After
the formulation of the problem by Yao (1982), multiple solutions to
tackle secure comparison and perform equality tests have been devel-
oped. There are numerous application areas of secure comparisons for
sorting data (Baldimtsi and Ohrimenko, 2015), solving optimization
tasks (Atallah and Li, 2005), and other operations in different areas,
including signal processing (Rane and Boufounos, 2013), statistical
analysis (Bogdanov et al., 2018), auctions (Damgård et al., 2007), etc.

Commonly, secure comparison protocols are constructed by im-
plementing garbled circuits (Yao, 1982), oblivious transfer (Rabin,
1981), homomorphic encryption (Rivest et al., 1978a), other privacy-
preserving techniques, and their combinations. In order to solve the
problem of secure comparison, the protocols approach it in a general
way by evaluating the ‘‘greater than’’ circuit, or in a problem specific
way by evaluating special properties of the case (Lin and Tzeng, 2005).

In the case of garbled circuits, the procedure for computation is
comprised of garbling the circuit that represents the desired function
by one party and evaluation of the circuit gate outputs by another
5

party (Beaver et al., 1990; Yao, 1982). The first party 𝐺1 constructs
a Boolean circuit and assigns two random strings, called labels, to each
wire of the circuit, one label for Boolean 0 and one for 1. For each gate,
𝐺1 then replaces the entries in the corresponding truth table with the
respective label, encrypts the output labels with the two corresponding
input labels as keys, and randomly permutes the rows of the truth table.
𝐺1 provides these garbled truth tables and the labels that represent the
confidential input of 𝐺1 to the second party, 𝐺2. Then, 𝐺2 employs
blivious transfer (Cramer, 1999; Rabin, 1981) to receive the labels
hat represent 𝐺2’s confidential input and evaluates the circuit gate by
ate without learning 𝐺1’s input. The main disadvantage of this secure

comparison approach is its large computational and communication
complexity, which eventually leads to long running times and poor
scalability (Ioannidis and Grama, 2003).

In this study, a secure comparison protocol is applied to compare the
risk values of HAZOPElements to ensure the process’s and equipment’s
safety parameters are suitable for each other and the integration in a
modular process operation is viable.

3. Concept and methodology

Traditional HAZOPElements contain information about the location
or a part that is studied during process operation. For example, this
can represent a vessel, reactor, feed, pump, separator, etc. Therefore,
a HAZOPElement refers to a node of a plant. The next consideration in
a HAZOP workflow is a parameter that deviates during the operation.
This can be pressure, temperature, flow rate, level, composition, pH,
viscosity, etc. The next information piece is the guideword, which de-
scribes a deviation from a parameter. Guidewords include ‘‘no’’/‘‘not’’,
‘‘more’’/‘‘less’’, ‘‘part of’’, ‘‘as well as’’, etc.

According to the (VDI/VDE 2180, 2019) standard, the risk quan-
tification is performed by considering four affecting variables, namely
S (severity of consequence of the hazardous event), A (frequency of
presence in the hazardous zone multiplied by the exposure time),
G (possibility of avoiding the consequences of the hazardous event),
and W (probability of the hazardous event). The corresponding safety
integrity level (SIL) (VDI/VDE 2180, 2019) can be determined based
on the combination of mentioned risk variables and are structured in
Fig. 3. More generally, SIL defines the extent of necessary risk reduction
using the control tools for process safety.

To integrate the process and the equipment from an mHAZOP
compatibility perspective, the SIL values of the HAZOPElements need to
be compared. It is required that, for every process HAZOPElement, there
s a corresponding element on the equipment/module side. If the SILs
f the equipment are equivalent to the SILs of the process or greater
han them, then the integration is feasible. If this is not the case, then
ntegration is not possible.

ℎ𝐸𝑃 ∃!ℎ𝐸𝐸 |[𝑔.ℎ𝐸𝑃 = 𝑔.ℎ𝐸𝐸 ] ∧ [𝑝.ℎ𝐸𝑃 = 𝑝.ℎ𝐸𝐸 ] (1)

In Eq. (1), ℎ𝐸 represents the HAZOPElements for the equipment (𝐸)
and the process (𝑃 ). The HAZOPElements are a match if the guideword
(𝑔.ℎ𝐸) and the parameter (𝑝.ℎ𝐸) of the compared HAZOPElements are
the same.

3.1. Confidentiality requirements

We require our protocol to ensure confidentiality of the following
pieces of information.

• mHAZOP Elements supplied by the Owner/Operator must not be
revealed during the comparison protocol and vice versa;

• Both parties must not know which particular guideword and
parameter match occurred;

• The SIL difference between process and equipment must not be

revealed.
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3.2. Homomorphic encryption

An asymmetric cryptosystem is a tuple  = (𝐺,𝐸,𝐷) that consists
f three polynomial-time algorithms. Given a security parameter 𝜅,
he probabilistic key-generation algorithm 𝐺(⋅) outputs a pair (𝑝𝑘, 𝑠𝑘)

of a (public) encryption key 𝑝𝑘 and a (secret) decryption key 𝑠𝑘. The
(probabilistic) encryption algorithm 𝐸(⋅) takes as input a plaintext 𝑚 ∈
 and 𝑝𝑘 and outputs the ciphertext 𝑐 = 𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚) ∈ , where 
and  denote the plaintext and ciphertext space, respectively. Given a
ciphertext 𝑐 and 𝑠𝑘, the decryption algorithm 𝐷(⋅) outputs the plaintext
𝑚 = 𝐷𝑠𝑘(𝑐) = 𝐷𝑠𝑘(𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚)).

Homomorphic encryption (HE) schemes allow computations on ci-
phertexts with predictable effect on the underlying plaintext. Assume
ciphertexts 𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1) and 𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚2) are encrypted under the same key 𝑝𝑘.
A cryptosystem  is homomorphic if it offers an operation ◦ on  that
maps to a homomorphic operation ∙ on , such that 𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1)◦𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚2)
yields an encryption of 𝑚1 ∙ 𝑚2. This can be formalized as:

𝐷𝑠𝑘(𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1)◦𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚2)) = 𝑚1 ∙ 𝑚2.

Common homomorphic operations are addition and multiplication.

𝐷𝑠𝑘(𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1)⊕𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚2)) = 𝑚1 + 𝑚2 (2)

𝐷𝑠𝑘(𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1)⊙ 𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚2)) = 𝑚1 ⋅ 𝑚2 (3)

Partially homomorphic encryption (PHE) schemes, such as Paillier’s
(Paillier, 1999) and RSA (Rivest et al., 1978b), enable either addi-
tion or multiplication of the underlying plaintexts. Fully homomorphic
encryption (FHE) schemes provide both addition and multiplication
and allow the privacy-preserving evaluation of arbitrary arithmetic
functions (Gentry, 2009). A review of existing homomorphic encryption
schemes was provided by Acar et al. (2018).

3.3. Paillier’s cryptosystem

Paillier’s encryption scheme is a probabilistic asymmetric encryp-
tion scheme that was proposed by Paillier (1999). Its security relies on
the decisional composite residuosity assumption, which states that for a
composite number 𝑎 and an integer 𝑏, it is hard to decide if there exists
an integer 𝑐 such that 𝑏 ≡ 𝑐𝑎 (mod 𝑎2). We follow the notation of Acar
et al. (2018) and formalize key generation, encryption, and decryption
with Paillier’s cryptosystem as follows.

Key generation Choose two large primes 𝑝, 𝑞 such that 𝑔𝑐𝑑(𝑝𝑞, (𝑝−1)(𝑞−
1)) = 1 and set 𝑛 = 𝑝𝑞 as well as 𝜆 = 𝑙𝑐𝑚(𝑝 − 1, 𝑞 − 1). Choose 𝑔 ∈ Z∗

𝑛2

uniformly at random by checking whether 𝑔𝑐𝑑(𝑛, 𝐿(𝑔𝜆 mod 𝑛2 )) = 1 for a
function 𝐿 such that 𝐿(𝑢) = (𝑢 − 1)∕𝑛 for every 𝑢 ∈ Z∗

𝑛2
. The key pair is

defined as (𝑝𝑘 = (𝑛, 𝑔), 𝑠𝑘 = (𝑝, 𝑞)). In practice, 𝑛 should be at least 2048
bits long to ensure a sufficient level of security.

Encryption For encrypting a plaintext message 𝑚 ∈ Z𝑛, first select
𝑟 ∈ Z∗

𝑛 uniformly at random. Then compute the ciphertext 𝑐 as

𝑐 = 𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚) = 𝑔𝑚 ⋅ 𝑟𝑛 mod 𝑛2. (4)

The plaintext and ciphertext spaces are  = Z𝑛 and  ∈ Z∗
𝑛2

,
respectively. Therefore, plaintext messages that are real numbers that
need to be scaled and rounded prior to encryption.

Decryption Decryption of a ciphertext 𝑐 ∈ Z∗
𝑛2

to obtain the plaintext
𝑚 with the help of the secret key 𝑠𝑘 works as follows.

𝑚 = 𝐷𝑠𝑘(𝑐) =
𝐿(𝑐𝜆 mod 𝑛2)

mod 𝑛 (5)
6

𝐿(𝑔𝜆 mod 𝑛2)
omomorphic properties Paillier’s cryptosystems has the following ad-
itive homomorphic property:

𝑠𝑘
(

𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1)⊕𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚2)
)

= 𝐷𝑠𝑘
(

𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1) ⋅ 𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚2) mod 𝑛2
)

= 𝑚1 + 𝑚2 mod 𝑛.

(6)

hat is, multiplication of ciphertexts maps to addition of the under-
ying plaintexts. Homomorphic addition can also be performed as a
iphertext–plaintext operations as follows:

𝑠𝑘
(

𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1)⊕𝑚2
)

= 𝐷𝑠𝑘
(

𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1) ⋅ 𝑔𝑚2 mod 𝑛2
)

= 𝑚1 + 𝑚2 mod 𝑛.

(7)

ased on homomorphic addition, Paillier’s cryptosystem also enables
omomorphic multiplication by plaintexts. A ciphertext raised to the
ower of a plaintext yields an encryption of the product of the two
laintexts:

𝑠𝑘
(

𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1)⊙ 𝑚2
)

= 𝐷𝑠𝑘
(

𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚1)𝑚2 mod 𝑛2
)

= 𝑚1 ⋅ 𝑚2 mod 𝑛.

(8)

. Protocol for integration of mHAZOPs

An effective combination of mHAZOPs involves comparison of risk
arameters and a subsequent selection of the higher risk value. How-
ver, both process risk and module risk values are regarded as sensitive
nformation. Therefore, the Module Vendor and the Owner/Operator
eed to compare their corresponding mHAZOPs and select the one with
he higher risks without revealing individual parameter values. This
ssentially reduces to an instance of the Millionaires’ problem. There
re numbers of approaches with proven security that solve similar
roblems. Solutions to this two-party secure computation task can be
lassified based on the choice of the cryptographic primitive used in
he secure computation protocol.

One of the most important tools applicable in solving the Mil-
ionaire’s problem is homomorphic encryption. For example, in Blake
nd Kolesnikov (2004), Paillier’s additively homomorphic cryptosys-
em (Paillier, 1999) was applied. Despite the fact that numerous proto-
ols for solving similar problems exist, none of them are suitable for
he comparison of mHAZOPs. Therefore, we propose a new secure-
omputation protocol that compares HAZOPElements based on their
uidewords, parameters, and SIL classifications. It employs an addi-
ively homomorphic encryption scheme. We suggest using Paillier’s
ryptosystem. To the best of our knowledge, this protocol is the first
f its kind.

.1. Adversary model

Our secure-computation protocol enables the privacy-preserving
omputation of the intersection of safety information held by Module
endor and by Owner/Operator. We assume both parties, Module
endor and Owner/Operator, to behave semi-honestly (Lindell, 2017).
hat is, both parties follow the protocol but try to infer non-trivial
nowledge about the other party’s confidential inputs.

An assumption of a semi-honest adversary is reasonable in the
escribed interaction between Module Vendors and a plant Own-
rs/Operators. Both aim for a legal agreement, like a sales contract, and
herefore have an intrinsic motivation to correctly execute the protocol.
oreover, protocols that are secure in the semi-honest model can be

xtended to be secure also under stronger notions of security through
tandard transformations, for example, as those described in Goldreich
t al. (1987).
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4.2. Prerequisites

We refer to the Module Vendor as 𝑃1 and to the Owner/ Operator as
2. We further encode both guideword and parameter as single digits
n the interval [0, 9] and the SIL classification in the interval [0, 4].
𝑃1 holds a list 𝐻1 of 𝑀 equipment HAZOPElements, each consisting
of guideword, parameter, and SIL classification. Similarly, 𝑃2 holds a
list 𝐻2 of 𝑁 process HAZOPElements, each consisting of guideword,
parameter, and SIL classification. 𝑃1 holds a Paillier public–private key
pair (𝑝𝑘, 𝑠𝑘) and provides the public key to 𝑃2 at set-up time prior to
rotocol execution.

In the protocol, we denote concatenation by ‘‘||’’. For the sake of
eadability, we use simplified notations of encryption and decryption
y discarding the keys, i.e., 𝐸(𝑚) and 𝐷(𝑐) rather than 𝐸𝑝𝑘(𝑚) and

𝐷𝑠𝑘(𝑐). We enable the representation of negative plaintexts by allocat-
ing the upper half of the plaintext space  = Z𝑛 for negative values. In
a two’s-complement fashion, the plaintext space then covers the range
from −( 𝑛−12 ) to ( 𝑛−12 ).

The security of our protocol partially relies on a technique called
blinding, where confidential data is obfuscated through addition or
multiplication with random values. The values used for multiplicative
blinding are sampled uniformly at random from Z2𝑙1 whereas values
used for additive blinding are sampled uniformly at random from Z2𝑙2 .
To prevent overflows of plaintexts, we require 2𝑙2 ≪ 2𝑙1 ≪ 𝑛

2 , e.g., 𝑙1 =
56 and 𝑙2 = 64 for 2048-bits long 𝑛.

.3. Secure-computation protocol

Our protocol is formally provided in Table 2. It works as follows.
he protocol starts in Step 0 with both the Module Vendor (𝑃1) and
he Owner/Operator (𝑃2) preparing their confidential inputs as follows.
or all equipment HAZOPElements ℎ𝐸1𝑖 ∈ 𝐻1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀 , 𝑃1 combines
he encoded guideword 𝑔1𝑖 and parameter 𝑝1𝑖 into a single two-digit
umber through concatenation and encrypts the resulting two-digit
umber with the key 𝑝𝑘. 𝑃1 further encrypts the encoded SIL classi-
ication for each equipment HAZOPElement with 𝑝𝑘. 𝑃1 obtains two
ists of ciphertexts, one containing the encrypted guideword-parameter
ncodings and one containing the encoded SIL classifications.

Similarly, for all process HAZOPElements ℎ𝐸2𝑗 ∈ 𝐻2, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 ,
2 combines the encoded guideword and parameter into a single two-
igit number. 𝑃2 performs all subsequent steps as ciphertext–plaintext
perations (see Section 3.3) and, therefore, does not need to encrypt
he encoded guideword-parameter values and SIL classifications. 𝑃2
btains two lists of plaintexts, one containing the guideword-parameter
ncodings and one containing the encoded SIL classifications.

In Step 1, 𝑃1 sends the two resulting lists of ciphertexts com-
uted in Step 0 to 𝑃2. For all possible combinations of 𝑃1’s and 𝑃2’s

guideword-parameter encodings, 𝑃2 samples two numbers 0 < 𝑟2𝑖,𝑗 ≪
𝑟1𝑖,𝑗 uniformly at random and homomorphically computes the blinded
difference of the guideword-parameter combination as follows. Due to
the fact that the 𝑥2𝑗 , 𝑟1𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑟2𝑖,𝑗 are known to 𝑃2, this computation can be
performed as ciphertext–plaintext operations.

𝐸(𝑦𝑖,𝑗 ) = (𝐸(𝑥1𝑖 )⊕ (−𝑥2𝑗 ))⊙ 𝑟1𝑖,𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟2𝑖,𝑗 (9)

imilarly, for all possible combinations of 𝑃1’s and 𝑃2’s SIL classifica-
ions, 𝑃2 samples two numbers 0 < 𝑟4𝑖,𝑗 ≪ 𝑟3𝑖,𝑗 uniformly at random and
omomorphically computes the blinded difference of SIL classifications
y subtracting the SIL value of the HAZOPElements from process and
quipment as follows.

(𝑡𝑖,𝑗 ) = (𝐸(𝑠1𝑖 )⊕ (−𝑠2𝑗 ))⊙ 𝑟3𝑖,𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟4𝑖,𝑗 (10)

linding ensures that 𝑃1 later does not learn the exact differences
ut only whether it is positive or negative. To do so, the difference
s homomorphically multiplied by a large, positive random number.
7

o prevent factorization, a second smaller positive random number is
dded to the product. This function maps the difference to a random
umber while preserving the algebraic sign.
𝑃2 then shuffles the two resulting lists of encrypted, blinded differ-

nces with a random permutation 𝜋1 and sends the shuffled lists to 𝑃1.
huffling prevents 𝑃1 from learning which elements match and which
o not.

In step 2, 𝑃1 decrypts all blinded differences of the guideword-
arameter combinations and SIL combinations with the decryption key
𝑘 by computing

𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝐷(𝐸(𝑦𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗))) (11)

nd

𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝐷(𝐸(𝑡𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗))). (12)

ince 𝑃2 is supposed to learn the same results but does not know the
ecret key 𝑠𝑘, 𝑃1 provides the plaintext differences to 𝑃2. However, to
revent 𝑃2 from learning which elements matched and which did not,
1 again applies blinding and shuffling to the plaintext differences. That
s, for each combination of guideword-parameter encodings, 𝑃1 samples
< 𝑟6𝑖,𝑗 ≪ 𝑟5𝑖,𝑗 uniformly at random and computes

′
𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑦𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗) ⋅ 𝑟5𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑟6𝑖,𝑗 . (13)

imilarly, for each SIL combination, 𝑃1 samples two values 0 < 𝑟8𝑖,𝑗 ≪
7𝑖,𝑗 uniformly at random and computes

′
𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗) ⋅ 𝑟7𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑟8𝑖,𝑗 . (14)

1 then shuffles the resulting lists of guideword-parameter combina-
ions and SIL combinations with a random permutation 𝜋2 and sends

them to 𝑃2.
In Step 3, both participants individually compute the protocol out-

put as follows. They create a set 𝑂1 containing all pairs of guideword-
parameter differences and SIL differences that indicate matches, i.e., all
pairs with a small random guideword-parameter difference and a pos-
itive SIL difference. This can be formalized as follows.

𝑂1 = {(𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑡
′′
𝑖,𝑗 )|0 < 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < 2𝑙1 ∧ 0 < 𝑡′′𝑖,𝑗} (15)

Similarly, they create a second set 𝑂2 containing all guideword-para-
meter differences that indicate matches regardless of the SIL difference,
i.e.,

𝑂2 = {𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 |0 < 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < 2𝑙1}. (16)

The participants then count the elements in 𝑂1. If the cardinality |𝑂1|

equals the number of process HAZOPElements, the protocol returns ⊤,
indicating suitability. Otherwise, if |𝑂1| < 𝑁 but the overall number
of guideword-parameter matches is correct, i.e., |𝑂2| = 𝑁 , the protocol
returns ⊥∗, indicating that the equipment and the process are not suit-
able but further adjustment of the equipment could make them suitable.
In all other cases, the protocol ultimately returns ⊥, indicating that
equipment and process are not suitable. This concludes our protocol.

4.4. Protocol outcome

Both parties learn the number of matches and the number of ele-
ments of the other party, which is trivial knowledge. Furthermore, both
learn the number of elements for which the SIL comparison indicates
non-suitability, which is the desired output of the protocol. Neither
party learns the guideword, parameter, or SIL values.

5. Illustrative example

To show the individual steps of the protocol, an illustrative example
of the application is shown in Table 3.

In this example, MV has three HAZOPElements and O/O has two
HAZOPElements, which are to be compared. In the preparation, the
encoding and combination of guideword and parameter is done and
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Table 2
Algorithm of the protocol for checking the suitability of process and equipment mHAZOPs.

Step Module Vendor Owner/Operator

0. ∀ℎ𝐸1𝑖 ∈ 𝐻1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀 : ∀ℎ𝐸2𝑗 ∈ 𝐻2, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 :
𝑥1𝑖 = 𝑔1𝑖 ||𝑝1𝑖 𝑥2𝑗 = 𝑔2𝑗 ||𝑝2𝑗
𝐸(𝑥1𝑖 )
𝐸(𝑠1𝑖 )

1. 𝑋 = (𝐸(𝑥11 ),… , 𝐸(𝑥1𝑖 ),… , 𝐸(𝑥1𝑀 ))
𝑋
←←←←←←←←→

𝑆 = (𝐸(𝑠11 ),… , 𝐸(𝑠1𝑖 ),… , 𝐸(𝑠1𝑀 ))
𝑆
←←←←←←←→

∀𝑖, 𝑗:
𝐸(𝑦𝑖,𝑗 ) = (𝐸(𝑥1𝑖 )⊕ (−𝑥2𝑗 ))⊙ 𝑟1𝑖,𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟2𝑖,𝑗
𝐸(𝑡𝑖,𝑗 ) = (𝐸(𝑠1𝑖 )⊕ (−𝑠2𝑗 ))⊙ 𝑟3𝑖,𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟4𝑖,𝑗

𝑌
←←←←←←←← 𝑌 = 𝜋1(𝐸(𝑦1,1),… , 𝐸(𝑦𝑖,𝑗 ),… , 𝐸(𝑦𝑀,𝑁 ))
𝑇
←←←←←←←← 𝑇 = 𝜋1(𝐸(𝑡1,1),… , 𝐸(𝑡𝑖,𝑗 ),… , 𝐸(𝑡𝑀,𝑁 ))

2. (..., 𝑦𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗),…) = (..., 𝐷(𝐸(𝑦𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗))),…)
(..., 𝑡𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗),…) = (..., 𝐷(𝐸(𝑡𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗))),…)
∀𝑖, 𝑗:
𝑦′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑦𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗) ⋅ 𝑟5𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑟6𝑖,𝑗
𝑡′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗) ⋅ 𝑟7𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑟8𝑖,𝑗

𝑌 ′′ = (..., 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑦′𝜋2(𝑖,𝑗),…) = 𝜋2(𝑦′1,1,… , 𝑦′𝑖,𝑗 ,… , 𝑦′𝑀,𝑁 )
𝑌 ′′

←←←←←←←←←←←→

𝑇 ′′ = (..., 𝑡′′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡′𝜋2(𝑖,𝑗),…) = 𝜋2(𝑡′1,1,… , 𝑡′𝑖,𝑗 ,… , 𝑡′𝑀,𝑁 )
𝑇 ′′

←←←←←←←←←←←→

3. 𝑂1 = {(𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑡
′′
𝑖,𝑗 )|0 ≤ 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < ∧0 < 𝑡′′𝑖,𝑗} 𝑂1 = {(𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑡

′′
𝑖,𝑗 )|0 ≤ 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < 2𝑙1 ∧ 0 < 𝑡′′𝑖,𝑗}

𝑂2 = {𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 |0 < 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < 2𝑙1} 𝑂2 = {𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 |0 < 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < 2𝑙1}

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

|𝑂1| = 𝑁 ⊤
|𝑂1| < 𝑁 ∧ |𝑂2| = 𝑁 ⊥∗

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 ⊥

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

|𝑂1| = 𝑁 ⊤
|𝑂1| < 𝑁 ∧ |𝑂2| = 𝑁 ⊥∗

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 ⊥
p
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the values are encrypted. The encrypted lists 𝑋 and 𝑆 are sent to the
O/O. The O/O combines each element of the lists 𝑋 and 𝑆 with its own
encoded elements by performing Eq. (9) and (10) for the respective
lists. The combinations result in six comparisons for the guideword-
parameter combination and the SIL values stored in lists 𝑌 and 𝑇 , which
are shuffled with the same random permutation 𝜋1 and sent to the MV.

s the guideword-parameter combination and SIL lists are shuffled with
he same permutation, for every element of the guideword-parameter
ombination set there is a corresponding value from the masked SIL
et. That allows for a preservation of correspondence of compared
lements. In the second step, the MV decrypts the lists. The number
f potential matches can already be seen. Suitable matches for the
uideword-parameter combination must be small random numbers and
ositive numbers for the SIL values. Large or negative numbers for the
ecrypted 𝑌 indicate no match. Negative results in the decrypted 𝑇

indicate that the process SIL is larger than the equipment SIL.
The decrypted results are masked again by the MV and sent back to

the O/O shuffled with the same random permutation 𝜋2.
As a result, there are two potential suitable matches (𝑅2 = 2), but

the SIL values only match for one. In this example, the final result is
‘‘possibility to adjust’’.

A simulation of an illustrative example confirms that the protocol
for comparison of modular HAZOPElements can compute the compati-
bility between process and equipment in a confidential manner.

5.1. Input data

The example in Fig. 4 shows a possible collection of input data
from the Module Vendor and Owner/Operator. The combinations of
guidewords and parameters correspond to certain values of SIL from
the classification provided on Fig. 3. Here, the transformation from
HAZOPCases to a collection of HAZOPElements is already done to solely
focus on the comparison covered in the proposed protocol. The task
of the developed confidential protocol is to compare the input data
without allowing any of the parties to discover the raw inputs. The total
amount of equipment HAZOPElements (Fig. 4a) and process HAZOPEle-
8

ments (Fig. 4b) is 24 and 18, respectively. One element of the process f
HAZOPElements collection has a higher SIL class than the respective
element in the modular equipment and is highlighted in the figure. The
rest of the elements comply with the safety requirements.

Fig. 4 highlights the comparison of the ‘‘less temperature’’ guide-
word and parameter combination that has an SIL class higher in the
Process HAZOP compared to the Equipment HAZOP. During homomor-
hic computation, blinding, and permutation procedures, the underly-
ng plaintexts are very large (e.g., 1024 bits) or large (e.g., 64 bits)
alues. The output of the comparison for the considered element is
recommendation for adjustment. If the Module Vendor is willing

o increase the SIL value for this element, the integration between
odular equipment and process becomes viable.

.2. Result

Since guideword and parameter combinations are unique for each
HAZOP collection of elements, the comparison of all equipment and
rocess HAZOPElements with each other can be conducted without fear
f spotting bogus matches. Overall, 432 comparisons were computed
or the current example and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The
lements were considered as a match when the SIL value for the Process
AZOP element was less or equal than the respective value in the
quipment HAZOP element. These matches are marked with a tick
n Fig. 5. In cases where the total amount of matches and possible
djustments is less than the total amount of elements in Process HAZOP,
he equipment is not suitable for the process and integration of modular
AZOPs is not possible.

.3. Discussion

The proposed protocol showed that homomorphic encryption could
e used to compare the mHAZOP models of MV and O/O. However, for
he results to be suitable for application, there are some prerequisites
o be fulfilled. At first, the structure of the mHAZOP and the choice of
uidewords and parameters must match for the different parties. In the
rovided illustrative example, the compatibility of the HAZOPElements

rom MV and O/O is given. This might not always be the case since
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Table 3
Illustrative application of the protocol for the comparison of HAZOPElements.

Step Module Vendor Owner/Operator

0. 𝐻1 = {[More Pressure, SIL 3], 𝐻2 = {[More Pressure, SIL 1],
[No Flow, SIL 2], [Less Temperature, SIL 2]} [No Flow, SIL 3]}
𝐻1 = {𝑥11 , 𝑥12 , 𝑥12} 𝐻2 = {𝑥21 , 𝑥22}
𝑥11 = [11], 𝑠11 = [3] 𝑥21 = [11], 𝑠21 = [1]
𝑥12 = [03], 𝑠12 = [2] 𝑥21 = [03], 𝑠22 = [3]
𝑥13 = [22], 𝑠13 = [2]
𝐸(𝑥11 ) = 42... …8756
𝐸(𝑠11 ) = 10... …1292

1. 𝑋 = (42... …8756, 52... …8472, 73... …8254)
𝑋
←←←←←←←←→

𝑆 = (10... …1292, 82... …9573, 83... …7254)
𝑆
←←←←←←←→

∀𝑖, 𝑗:
𝐸(𝑦1,1) = (𝐸(𝑥11 )⊕ (−𝑥21 ))⊙ 𝑟11,1 ⊕ 𝑟21,1
= (42... …8756⊕ 63... …8762)⊙ 87... …124⊕ 5...3
= 37... …8354
𝐸(𝑡1,1) = (𝐸(𝑠11 )⊕ (−𝑠21 ))⊙ 𝑟31,1 ⊕ 𝑟41,1
= (10... …1292⊕ 41... …9046)⊙ 53... …423⊕ 3...2
= 54... …1269

𝑌
←←←←←←←← 𝑌 = 𝜋1(37... …8354, 𝐸(𝑦1,2), 𝐸(𝑦2,1), 𝐸(𝑦2,2), 𝐸(𝑦3,1), 𝐸(𝑦3,2))
𝑇
←←←←←←←← 𝑇 = 𝜋1(54... …1269, 𝐸(𝑡1,2), 𝐸(𝑡2,1), 𝐸(𝑡2,2), 𝐸(𝑡3,1), 𝐸(𝑡3,2))

2. (..., 𝑦𝜋1(1,1),…) = (..., 𝐷(𝐸(𝑦𝜋1(1,1))),…)
= (23... …124, 62... …518, 5...3, 94... …614, 7...5, 18... …873)
(..., 𝑡𝜋1(1,1),…) = (..., 𝐷(𝐸(𝑡𝜋1(1,1))),…)
= (64... …295, 41... …874, 6...5, 82... …734, 53... …256, 32... …861)
∀𝑖, 𝑗:
𝑦′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑦𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗) ⋅ 𝑟5𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑟6𝑖,𝑗
𝑦′1,1 = 23... …124 ⋅ 12... …531 + 7...8
𝑡′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡𝜋1(𝑖,𝑗) ⋅ 𝑟7𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑟8𝑖,𝑗
𝑡′1,1 = 64... …295 ⋅ 76... …324 + 5...1

𝑌 ′′ = (..., 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑦′𝜋2(𝑖,𝑗),…) = 𝜋2(10... …415,… , 𝑦′𝑖,𝑗 ,… , 𝑦′𝑀,𝑁 )
𝑌 ′′

←←←←←←←←←←←→

𝑇 ′′ = (..., 𝑡′′𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡′𝜋2(𝑖,𝑗),…) = 𝜋2(41... …027,… , 𝑡′𝑖,𝑗 ,… , 𝑡′𝑀,𝑁 )
𝑇 ′′

←←←←←←←←←←←→

3. 𝑂1 = {(𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑡
′′
𝑖,𝑗 )|0 ≤ 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < ∧ 0 < 𝑡′′𝑖,𝑗} 𝑂1 = {(𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑡

′′
𝑖,𝑗 )|0 ≤ 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < ∧ 0 < 𝑡′′𝑖,𝑗}

|𝑂1| = 1 |𝑂1| = 1
𝑂2 = {𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 |0 < 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < 2𝑙1} 𝑂2 = {𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 |0 < 𝑦′′𝑖,𝑗 < 2𝑙1}
|𝑂2| = 2 |𝑂2| = 2
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = ⊥∗ 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = ⊥∗
Fig. 4. Correspondence of risk parameters to the SIL classes.
9
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Fig. 5. Result of the simulated case.
in modular plants it is likely that they develop the mHAZOPs inde-
pendently. A mismatch of the characterization of the HAZOPElements
for the same scenario would affect the compatibility check. This issue
can be addressed through standardization of the mHAZOP content and
description. Furthermore, there is a high chance that the comparison
results in no match, but the ability to adapt the equipment to fit the
process can remain. At this point both parties need to decide if they
want to disclose more information, since the protocol itself will not
provide information on how a mismatch could be improved.

5.4. Security guarantees

For our protocol to be secure in the semi-honest model, it needs to
ensure both correctness and privacy. We demonstrate correctness and
privacy of our mHAZOP-comparison protocol through the following
correctness and security arguments.

5.4.1. Correctness
Correctness is guaranteed if, for all valid inputs, the protocol re-

turns the same output as a plaintext comparison of HAZOPElements.
That is, it needs to return ‘‘suitable’’ if all process HAZOPElements
have a corresponding equipment HAZOPElement with equal or greater
SIL value, ‘‘not suitable with potential for adjustment’’ if all process
HAZOPElements have a corresponding equipment HAZOPElement with
SIL value that fits or can be adjusted to fit, and ‘‘not suitable’’ in
all remaining cases. Therefore, it suffices to show that the protocol
correctly recognizes guideword-parameter matches and correctly com-
pares their SIL classifications. This is achieved by computing all pos-
sible HAZOPElement combinations, homomorphically comparing their
guideword and parameter values, and homomorphically comparing
their SIL classifications.

Homomorphic comparison Homomorphic comparison of two integers
𝑥, 𝑦 is performed by subtraction, i.e., 𝛿 = 𝑥 − 𝑦, in combination with
multiplicative blinding of 𝛿 with a large random number 𝑟1 ∈ Z2𝑙1 ,
and additive blinding of 𝛿 with a small random value 𝑟2 ∈ Z2𝑙2 such
that 0 < 𝑟2, i.e., 𝛿′ = 𝛿 ⋅ 𝑟1 + 𝑟2. Given 2𝑙2 ≪ 2𝑙1 (see Section 4.2), 𝑟1
is exponentially larger than 𝑟2, except with negligible probability. To
demonstrate correctness, we need to show that 𝛿′ < 0 indicates 𝛿 < 0,
0 < 𝛿′ < 2𝑙2 indicates 𝛿 = 0, and 𝛿 > 2𝑙1 indicates 𝛿 > 0, except with
negligible probability.

In the first case, where 𝛿 < 0, the maximal value is 𝛿 = −1 for 𝛿 < 0,
since 𝛿 ∈ Z. Hence, multiplying the negative 𝛿 by the positive 𝑟1 yields
a negative multiple of 𝑟1, i.e., |𝛿 ⋅ 𝑟1| ≥ 𝑟1. From 𝑟1 > 𝑟2, it follows
that |𝛿 ⋅ 𝑟1| > 𝑟2. Therefore, adding the positive 𝑟2 to the negative 𝛿 ⋅ 𝑟1
cannot result in a positive sum. Hence, if 𝛿 is negative, so is 𝛿′.

In the second case, where 𝛿 = 0, 𝛿′ is 𝑟2, which is in {1,… , 2𝑙2 − 1}.
Therefore, if 𝛿 = 0, 0 < 𝛿′ < 2𝑙2 .

The third case, where 𝛿 > 0, is trivial. Both 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are greater
than zero. Hence, the product of the two positive values 𝛿 and 𝑟1 is a
random number larger than 2𝑙2 . Adding the small positive 𝑟2 to 𝛿 ⋅ 𝑟1
cannot change that. Consequently, if 𝛿 is positive, 𝛿′ > 2𝑙2 , except with
10

negligible probability.
Further considerations The permutations 𝜋1, 𝜋2 have no effect on the
values’ integrity as they only rearrange the HAZOPElement combina-
tions.

Homomorphic computations with encrypted negative values work
correctly since plaintexts are encoded in a two’s-complement manner
where overflows are prevented since all random values are exponen-
tially smaller than Z𝑛∕2.

Decryption is correct if all underlying intermediate results are in
Z𝑛, which is guaranteed since the guideword-parameter encoding is a
two-digit number, the SIL classification is a one-digit number, and all
random values are exponentially smaller than Z𝑛∕2.

5.4.2. Privacy
Prerequisites We first define a participant’s view  as their inputs,
internal random tapes, and all messages they receive during protocol
execution.

For a secure computation protocol to be secure in the semi-honest
model 4.1, it is sufficient to demonstrate that anything an adversary
 can learn during protocol execution can as well be learned given
only the inputs and outputs of the protocol (Lindell, 2017). That is,
it is sufficient to show that the view  of  can be generated by a
polynomial-time algorithm , referred to as simulator. The simulator
performs this computation based solely on the inputs and outputs of
the participant that is corrupted by .

For the sake of readability, the notation of random blinding values
used in this Section differs from the notation of random blinding values
used in the protocol description.

The simulator creates the protocol input by taking the original
input. Furthermore, it simulates the coin tosses by employing the same
pseudorandom generator that is used for sampling random numbers in
the protocol. Hence, only the messages that the participants receive
during protocol execution are relevant. For these, the simulator has to
generate a simulated message for each message of the view such that
both are computationally indistinguishable. We now briefly argue on
the simulatability of all messages.

Simulation of 𝑋,𝑆 The lists of cipher texts transferred to O/O in step
1 can be simulated by sampling random numbers from Z𝑛2 , which are
computationally indistinguishable from Paillier ciphertexts due to the
fact that Paillier’s cryptosystem is semantically secure.

Simulation of 𝑌 , 𝑇 MV can decrypt the list of guideword-parameter-
difference ciphertexts received in step 1 since MV has access to the
decryption key. Due to the fact that the underlying plaintexts are
plaintext values that are multiplicatively and additively blinded, the
simulator simulates the underlying plaintexts as follows. As it knows
the presumed number 𝑁 of guideword-parameter matches, it samples
𝑁 values uniformly at random from Z2𝑙1 and simulates the other
plaintexts by generating valid guideword-parameter differences such
that 𝛿 ≠ 0, sampling 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 from Z2𝑙1 and Z2𝑙2 , respectively, and
computing 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 = 𝛿 ⋅ 𝑟1 + 𝑟2 as the simulated plaintext. It proceeds
similarly for the list of SIL-difference ciphertexts.

Simulation of 𝑌 ′′, 𝑇 ′′ The messages received by O/O in step 2 can be
simulated as before but with blinding the simulated 𝛿’s twice, i.e., 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 =
(𝛿⋅𝑟1+𝑟2)⋅𝑟3+𝑟4, where 𝑟1 and 𝑟3 are sampled uniformly at random from

Z2𝑙1 and 𝑟2, 𝑟4 are sampled uniformly at random from Z2𝑙2 , respectively.
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Summary Given the above computations, the described simulators for
V and O/O generate outputs that are computationally indistinguish-

ble from real views, which implies privacy of our protocol.

. Summary and conclusion

In this paper, a privacy-preserving protocol for mHAZOP-based
ntegration between process and equipment in modular plants was de-
eloped. Two parties, namely the Module Vendor and Owner/Operator,
ere involved in the privacy-preserving computation. The Module
endor was involved in the design, manufacturing and, eventually,
elling or outsourcing the modular equipment for various processes,
uch as chemical reaction, separation, or mixing. The Owner/Operator
mployed modular equipment to operate processes in their value chain.
oth parties possessed sensitive information in their mHAZOP models.

Since risk parameters of mHAZOP could be confidential, this model
onsidered what risk parameters are necessary for the computation
f compatibility between EquipmentHAZOP and ProcessHAZOP and
escribed a procedure for the integration within mHAZOPs. In or-
er to prevent parties from exposing their sensitive data to one an-
ther, suitable cryptographic techniques, including partially homomor-
hic encryption, blinding, and permutations, were integrated into the
rivacy-preserving protocol. Additive homomorphic properties of Pail-
ier’s encryption scheme allow for comparison of the encoded mHAZOP
alues and, together with blinding and permutations, provide privacy
f inputs and intermediate results.

The illustrative example based on the simulation of the protocol
pplication in a modular process and equipment integration scenario
as provided. Based on the amount of matches in comparison of
AZOPElements, the protocol provides the decision on compatibility
etween modular process and equipment. In addition, the security
uaranties, including correctness and privacy aspects of the protocol,
ave been demonstrated.

To the best of our knowledge, this protocol is the first privacy-
reserving approach for mHAZOP combination based on comparison
f risk parameters and subsequent procedure of counting the matches.
herefore, this provides further opportunities for research in this area
nd raises more privacy awareness in modular process industries. In-
ustrial partners collaborating through modular production concepts
eed reliable privacy protection tools for important information that
omprise their competitive advantage. As a recommendation, various
ryptographic protocols can be developed and optimized to tackle
his issue in case-specific applications. In future work, the proposed
rotocol and its application need to be evaluated for industrial appli-
ations with larger HAZOPs from different MVs and O/Os and more
estrictions on compatibility to explore further limitations. Additionally
his concept can be integrated further into existing methodologies, such
s the comparison of HAZOPCases using case-based reasoning Zhao
t al. (2009).
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